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Abstract

Policy gradient methods for continuous control are often
difficult to reproduce for novice researchers due to
• High variance of algorithms themselves
• Delicate tuning of hyperparameters
• Intricate details of algorithms
• Lack of reliable tuned implementations

Introduction

In policy gradient methods, the effects of various hyperpa-
rameters and intricate details of algorithms are often
not clearly specified. This makes it difficult to reproduce
continuous control experiment results for baseline compar-
isons. We investigate two state-of-the-art policy gradient
algorithms
• Deep Deterministic Policy Gradients [1]
• Trust Region Policy Optimization [2]
We find that experimentation of these algorithms with sub-
optimal configurations can have drastic effects on
their performance

Key Contributions

• Provide experimental demonstration of
hyperparameters that have most significant effect on
performance.

• Detailed reporting of hyperparameters that require
fine-tuning for stable performance.

• General variance of the algorithms can generate
statistically significant differences in performance
even with all tuned hyperparameters.

Experimental Analysis

We investigate the off-policy DDPG and the on-policy
TRPO as algorithms for reproducing baseline results
in continuous control domains. Our experiments are based
on using MuJoCo physics simulator from OpenAI gym using
the rllab implementation [4].

Performance measures: Metrics often used in related
works are: Average Returns, Maximum Returns, Standard
Deviation of Returns.

Hyper-parameter settings: Different results reported
with different hyper-parameter configurations: Network
Structure, Batch Size, Reward Scaling.

Experimental Results

Figure 1: MuJoCo Domains from OpenAI Gym

Policy Network Architecture and Batch Size
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Other Hyperparameters

(a) TRPO Generalized Advantage Estimation (b) DDPG Reward Scaling

General Variance of Algorithms

Compared 2 sets of 5 random experiment trials, changing only the random seeds
with other tuned fixed hyperparameter configurations. Our results show statistically
significant differences in results even with tuned configurations.
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Discussion

Finding the right hyper-parameter configuration for policy gradient algorithms
on continuous control is hard!

• Difficult to reproduce results with reported hyperparameters from related works
• Other hyperparameters typically not reported may have drastic effects
• Report all hyperparameters used for optimization
• Report all possible metrics
• Report averaged results for all trials instead of only best ones

We find that many reported results for TRPO and DDPG are not directly comparable,
which makes baselines for continuous control environments difficult to interpret.
Better fine-tuned, shared implementations of these algorithms would benefit the research
community
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